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LETTER FROM
CHAIR

As much as it has been a difficult year, 2020 has been a RESILIENCE

test for organizational systems all over the world. Covid-19 has

challenged our ability to adapt to changes and tested the robustness

of organizations, governments, societies etc. 

Bruised Food Club has managed to save food every single week

despite the difficulties and has proven to be strong and resilient as

an organization. Not only have we collected food and delivered it to

people in need when food systems were collapsing, but we have also

continued working to raise awareness about the global problem of

food waste through our social media posts, our food waste study

circle, and our collaborations with organizations such as Jordens

Vänner (Friends of the Earth Sweden). 

Far from weakening, during 2020, we have become an official non-

profit organization, and by the end of the year, we were working as

hard as ever before to establish ourselves locally and create a

network that resulted, among other things, in the birth of the first

Solidarity Fridge in Uppsala. 

We expect to continue strengthening our different working teams and

define our identity and values even further during the year 2021 and,

of course, save as much food as we possibly can.

In solidarity,

Alba Sáez
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If you have never been to one of our

markets, you might wonder who or what

Bruised Food Club (or BFC as we

endearingly call ourselves) is. 

Born out of a student project back in 2018,

BFC is an Uppsala-based, volunteer-run

organization with a big heart and big goals:

contributing to a world without food waste

and without hunger. It does not sit right with

us that these two things, food waste and

hunger, coexist in our modern times. So, we

decided to do something about it, and we

continue deciding that every week (with our

Friday markets) and every day (with work we

do on the communication and education

teams of BFC and with our own behavior).

BFC
INTRO

I see what kind of change we
are making. All of that food we

saved was going into the bin.
That’s super scary because it’s

perfectly edible food.
- Cathy 
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2. COMMUNICATION

3. EDUCATION

Through our social media and marketing

material, we spread not only news about BFC

and our markets but also tips on reducing food

waste, and we try to amplify news or initiatives

from the wider world of food waste.

Find us on Facebook 

and Instagram!

WEEKLY FREE FOOD
MARKET

1.

Every Friday afternoon, come snow or sunshine,

our food heroes collect food surplus from a few

local suppliers and put together a donation-

based market open to all where people donate

the value they consider the food they take is

worth, according to their financial possibilities.
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Every year we put together events, seminars or

challenges meant to raise awareness on why

food waste is an issue and what we can do

about it in a non-overwhelming way. Whenever

possible, we also participate in events related

to food waste and food sovereignty.

IN PRACTICAL TERMS, OUR FAMILY OF
VOLUNTEERS TACKLES THESE GOALS
FROM THREE DIRECTIONS:

https://www.facebook.com/bruisedfoodclub
https://www.instagram.com/bruisedfoodclub/?fbclid=IwAR0Nm8QhoifDjyL7sHSveDGc4CJA2hGGf5D1feeWr71wYglMDkghsOtjSOM


ON BECOMING AN
ORGANIZATION

IN 2020 WE TOOK A BIG STEP IN BFC HISTORY:
WE BECAME AN OFFICIAL ORGANIZATION! 

We want to become more established as a food waste

fighting actor in Uppsala. 

We hope to gain more visibility locally and get more

suppliers to donate their food surplus to us.

Being a member of an organization gives us, the

volunteers, a higher incentive to work together

responsibly towards a common goal.

Being a non-profit organization gives us access to

resources such as funding options, partnerships,

employment opportunities, access to a bank account, all

of which were previously unattainable.

We want to engage with other actors in the community

and help them fight food waste too (looking at you,

restaurants and supermarkets of Uppsala!).

We are governed by a board elected every year and

everyone is welcome to put their name down for a role

Members of BFC get to vote on decisions that matter to

how we are run and what we aim to do.

We invite volunteers, market-goers, and just anyone who

cares about our mission to sign up as a member (and we

have established a membership fee for 2021).

We think consensus decision-making is the best kind of

decision making and we try to use that wherever

possible.

We made this decision (after considerable
consideration and voting!) for a few reasons:

What does this structure mean for BFC?
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MEET THE
BOARD
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TREASURER

J E A N
SECRETARY

L I S E  D O N
VICE CHAIRPERSON

A N D R E E A  P R E L U C A

TEAM LEADER  OF TEAM

EDUCATION

A S T E R  T O M M A S I N I

NOMINATION COMMITTEE

H E D W I G
FUNDING EXPERT

C É S A R  R E N G I F O

TEAM LEADER OF TEAM

FOOD HEROS

K E D A R  J O S H I

DEUPTIES

S A R A  G H A N E M ,  F I N N
R O G E  &  A B H I L A S H  N A I R

TEAM LEADER OF TEAM

COMMUNICATION

A B H I L A S H  N A I R

CHAIR PERSON

A L B A  S A E Z



COVID-19
HANDLING

The COVID19 pandemic has had a
great impact on the activities of
BFC in 2020. Before the pandemic
we had dozens of people gathering
in a small space in Ungdomens Hus
(UH) and many hands touching the
food. As we realized that our food
markets could increase the
spreading of the virus, we had to
change our ways of handling the
food. The last regular market was
held on 13 March 2020. After that, it
was decided to pause the markets
for the time being. Since the food
waste did not stop during the
pandemic, we were determined to
keep saving food and looked for
options to distribute food in a safe
way. Rescued food was distributed
amongst the volunteers and
leftovers were put outside for
people to take. A part of the food
was donated to Stadsmission. 

Team meetings which usually
happen in person were held online
via Zoom. 

Many volunteers who are students in
Uppsala left because of the
pandemic and the summer holidays. 
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Despite this, there were still people
picking up every week. Upon the
arrival of the new semester in
September, there were some
volunteers who came back, and
also new volunteers were recruited.
Because of the warm weather and
the low severity of the pandemic,
the markets were held again in the
open air outside UH. Volunteers
were wearing masks and hand
sanitizer was available for
volunteers and participants. At this
time Swedish regulations allowed
events for up to 50 people. When
the infection rate increased in
October, new measures were taken
by the government which stated
that only a maximum of 8 people
were allowed to gather. Because of
the new restriction and the lower
temperatures, the markets had to
be reconsidered. An online form
was constructed where people can
sign up for a time slot of 5 minutes
to pick up food. In those 5 minutes,
5 people were allowed inside UH
with a mask. I would add: We are
still following this system today, in
March 2021, and we thank all
market-goers for being very
collaborative and understanding. 

“Heja er som tar restriktionerna på allvar och får det att funka ändå, 
ni är viktiga för vårt samhälle” - Anonym)

--------------------------------------
“Cheers to those who take the restrictions seriously and make it work anyway, 

you are important to our society” -  Anonymous



OVERVIEW OF
OUR IMPACT

(GK bageriet, Eat Away, 
 Stadsmission, Mikaelsgården,

Smålands nation, Frukt & Grönt
Uppsala Ab)

Our 2020 was made of the wonderful people who volunteered their time,

partner organizations that shared their skills and capacity, and the suppliers

who joined us in our mission of reducing food waste and food insecurity. 

“It’s one of my little steps

of doing something, in

terms of climate change,

or of being someone

who’s considerate”  -

Cathy
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59
VOLUNTEERS

6
SUPPLIERS

6
COLLABORATIONS
Ungdomens Hus (youth
culture house in Uppsala)
Bilda (a Swedish cultural
learning association)
Zero Waste Uppsala
Dumpstrande Änglar (a
group of local dumpster
divers that donate rescued
food to people who need it)
Jordens Vänner (Friends of
the Earth Sweden).
Uppsala Cyckelförening 

BFC



OVERVIEW OF
OUR TEAMS

During 2020 we also continued to establish and expand our online social media presence. We

have worked on both communication in English and Swedish to reach more people, and local/less

food secure groups. 

Despite the unraveling of the global Covid-19 pandemic, our weekly markets kept on. Throughout

2020:
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7.5
TONNES OF

FOOD SAVED

41 820
KM BIKED

 

TEAM FOOD HEROES

PEOPLE ATTENDED
THE MARKETS

1.5K

TEAM COMMUNICATION

8.4K 1.8K

(5kmx4volunteersx41markets)Bas
ically biking from Uppsala to

Luleå.

By the Solidarity Fridge post on
Facebook. Engagement of 1.4k
people (number of people who

interacted with the post)
 

715

BFC

MARKETS

PEOPLE REACHED
ON FACEBOOK 

FACEBOOK
FOLLOWERS

INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWERS



OVERVIEW OF
OUR TEAMS

During the spring we had a study circle that read academic literature on food waste and put

that knowledge into an infographic that was then presented during the Food Sovereignty

Week at Jordens Vänner. 

During the autumn we planned the “BFC Challenge” which was then delivered in December,

with the goal of encouraging people to reduce their food waste during the holiday season.

We shared tips and information on reducing food waste on our social media platforms.
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TEAM EDUCATION

BFC

TEAM TRANSLATION

ENGLISH SWEDISH
The team is in charge of doing language translations  of documents.



FINANCIAL
INFO

Donations have been since the beginning our biggest source of income. The

numbers presented show a big proportion of our expenses being dedicated to

the adaptation of our weekly markets to the Covid-19 pandemic. Besides, we

got our own trailer thanks to the support we got from Bilda! 

Something very important that is not reflected in our financial data is the

time and effort that our 59 volunteers have put into fighting food waste

together at Bruised Food Club. Some of us have worked almost every day to

ensure that the food is provided in a safe way, that the knowledge we have

gotten and shared is accurate, and that the events we have organized for the

people in Uppsala have been a success. 

The big step that we took to become an official non-profit in the last part of

the year will bring further expenses and hopefully, greater income, so we

expect our budget plan to look very different in 2021.
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SOURCES OF INCOME: EXPENSES:
Donations: 2,254.00 SEK

Funding from Bilda: 1,376.00 SEK

Food Heroes (weekly markets): 2,045.50 kr

of which 841.50 SEK went to our Covid

management strategy.

Volunteer meetings: 158.00 kr



CONTACT

bruisedfoodclub
@gmail.com

Facebook
@bruisedfoodclub

Instagram
@bruisedfoodclub

Twitter
@BruisedFoodClub
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Alba Sáez
Aster  Tommasini
Lise Don
Andreaa Preluca
Amelie Andresen
Gremary Aza
Mark Melchior
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